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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a structured max-margin learning scheme is
developed to achieve more effective training of a large number of inter-related classifiers for multi-label image annotation. First, a visual concept network is constructed to characterize the inter-concept visual similarity contexts more
precisely and determine the inter-related learning tasks automatically. Second, multiple base kernels are combined to
achieve more precise characterization of the diverse visual
similarity contexts between the images and address the issue of huge intra-concept visual diversity more effectively.
Third, a structured max-margin learning algorithm is developed by incorporating the visual concept network, maxmargin Markov networks and multi-task learning to address
the issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity more effectively. Our structured max-margin learning algorithm can
leverage the inter-concept visual similarity contexts to learn
a large number of inter-related classifiers simultaneously and
improve their discrimination power significantly. Our experiments have also obtained very positive results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis-image classification.

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation.

Keywords
Structured max-margin learning, image classification, visual
concept network.
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As digital images are growing exponentially, it is very attractive to develop more effective machine learning frameworks for classifier training and automatic image annotation.
Unfortunately, it is not a trivial task because of the following
issues:
(a) Inter-Concept Visual Similarity: When a large
number of objects and image concepts come into view, some
of them may be inter-related and share similar visual properties (i.e., huge inter-concept visual similarity) [6-8, 10-14,
16-20]. For example, the images for the inter-related image
concepts, such as “garden”, “beach”, “ocean” and “outdoor”,
may share some common visual properties. Different object
classes, such as “sky” and “water”, may also share similar
visual properties. Most classifier training techniques isolate
such the inter-related objects and image concepts and learn
their classifiers independently, which may seriously affect
their discrimination power [16-20].
Multi-task learning is one potential solution to address
the issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity by learning multiple inter-related classifiers jointly [13-15, 16-20],
but one open problem for multi-task learning is how to
model the task relatedness accurately and determine the
inter-related learning tasks automatically. Some pioneer
work have been done recently by incorporating pairwise concept combinations to characterize the task relatedness explicitly [13]. When a large number of image concepts and
objects come into view, the number of such the pairwise
concept combinations could be very large and the computational complexity for classifier training could be very high.
Thus it is very attractive to develop new algorithms for characterizing the inter-concept similarity contexts more precisely and determining the inter-related learning tasks automatically, so that the inter-concept similarity contexts can
be leveraged for inter-related classifier training.
(b) Intra-Concept Visual Diversity: One challenging
problem for image classification is that the semanticallysimilar images (i.e., images belong to the same object or
concept category) may have huge diversity on their visual
properties (i.e., huge intra-concept visual diversity) [3-4].
To address the issue of huge intra-concept visual diversity,
high-dimensional multi-modal visual features are usually extracted to achieve more sufficient characterization of various
visual properties of the images. Thus the statistical properties of the training images could be heterogeneous in the
high-dimensional multi-modal feature space and their diverse visual similarity contexts cannot be approximated ef-

fectively by using one single type of kernels such as RBF kernel. Unfortunately, most existing approaches assume that
the statistical properties of the training images are homogeneous in the high-dimensional multi-modal feature space
and one single type of kernels (such as RBF kernel) is used
to characterize the diverse visual similarity contexts between
the images. To address the issue of huge intra-concept visual diversity, it is very attractive to combine multiple base
kernels to characterize the diverse visual similarity contexts
between the images more precisely [21-25].
In order to address these two issues (i.e., huge inter-concept
visual similarity and huge intra-concept visual diversity) more
effectively, a structured max-margin learning scheme is developed by leveraging the inter-concept visual similarity contexts for inter-related classifier training: (1) A visual concept
network is constructed for characterizing the inter-concept
visual similarity contexts more precisely and providing a
good environment to determine the inter-related learning
tasks automatically. (2) A mixture-of-kernels algorithm is
used to combine multiple base kernels to achieve more accurate characterization of the diverse visual similarity contexts between the images and address the issue of huge intraconcept visual diversity more effectively. (3) A structured
max-margin learning algorithm is developed to address the
issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity more effectively
by incorporating the visual concept network, max-margin
Markov networks and multi-task learning for inter-related
classifier training.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a
new scheme for visual concept network construction; Section
3 presents our structured max-margin learning algorithm for
inter-related classifier training; Section 4 presents our algorithm for multi-label image annotation; Section 5 describes
our work on algorithm evaluation; We conclude in Section
6.

2.

VISUAL CONCEPT NETWORK

The images, which are used in our experiments, are downloaded from Caltech-256 [2] and LabelMe [1] and are also
crawled from Internet (i.e., Google Images and Flickr.com)
[3-4]. For Caltech-256 and LabelMe image sets, the text
terms for object and concept interpretation are extracted
from the category names or the tags provided by many users
of LabelMe image set. The images for the same objects or
concept categories, which are covered by both Caltech-256
[2] and LabelMe [1], are integrated. Some objects or concept
categories for Caltech-256 and LabelMe image sets may contain less than 1000 images, thus more images from Google
and Flickr are crawled and added, so that each object and
concept category consists of at least 1000 relevant images.
We have also used some additional text terms, which are
not covered by Caltech-256 and LabelMe and can be used
to interpret the most popular real-world objects and image
concepts, to crawl more images from Internet. In this paper,
we focus on 1000 most popular real-world objects and image
concepts.
A visual concept network is constructed to characterize
the inter-concept visual similarity contexts more precisely
and provide a good environment to determine the interrelated learning tasks in the feature space. Our visual concept network consists of two key components: image concepts or objects and their inter-concept visual similarity relationships. In this paper, both the global visual features

Table 1: Inter-concept visual similarity contexts.
concept pair
γ
concept pair
γ
urbanroad-streetview 0.99
cat-dog
0.81
frisbee-pizza
0.80
dolphin-cruiser
073
moped-bus
0.75
habor-outview
0.71
monkey-humanface
0.71
guitar-violin
0.71
lightbulb-firework
0.69
mango-broccoli
0.69
porcupine-lion
0.68
bridge-warship
0.68
doorway-street
0.65
statue-building
0.68
windmill-bigben
0.63
cat-lion
0.66
kerb-saucer
0.28
tweezer-corn
0.19
fridge-vest
0.29
journal-grape
0.19
stick-cupboard
0.29
sheep-greatwall
0.26
mushroom-moon
0.32 whistle-watermelon 0.28
cannon-ruler
0.41
snake-ipod
0.31
tombstone-crab
0.42
helicopter-city
0.63
pylon-highway
0.61
LCD-container
0.65
beermug-bar
0.62
sailboat-cruiser
0.66
and the local visual features are extracted for characterizing various visual properties of the images: (1) 36-bin
RGB color histogram to characterize the global color distributions of the images; (2) 48-dimensional texture features
from Gabor filter banks (i.e., mean and co-variance for each
filtering channel) to characterize the global visual properties (i.e., global structures) of the images; (3) a number
of interest points and their SIFT (scale invariant feature
transform) features to characterize the local visual properties (i.e., coarse shapes of the image objects and local image
structures) of the underlying salient image components [9].
By using the high-dimensional multi-modal visual features
for image content representation, we can achieve more sufficient characterization of the diverse visual properties of the
images. The statistical properties of the images could be
heterogeneous in the high-dimensional multi-modal feature
space, and thus the diverse visual similarity relationships
between the images cannot be approximated precisely by
using one single type of kernel [21-25]. Preprocessing of
high-dimensional multi-modal visual features is a powerful
method for improving the performance of a learning algorithm. Based on these observations, the high-dimensional
multi-modal visual features are first partitioned into multiple feature subsets and each feature subset is used to characterize one certain type of visual properties of the images.
For each feature subset, the underlying visual similarity relationships between the images are more homogeneous and
can be approximated more precisely by using one particular
type of base kernel.
For a given image concept or object Cj , different base
kernels may play different roles on characterizing the diverse
visual similarity relationships between the images. Thus the
diverse visual similarity contexts between the images are
characterized more precisely by using a mixture-of-kernels
[21-25]:
κ(x, y) =

τ
X
l=1

αl κl (x, y),

τ
X

αl = 1

(1)

l=1

where τ is the number of feature subsets (i.e., the number of
base kernels), αl ≥ 0 is the importance factor for the lth base
kernel κl (x, y) and it can be obtained automatically in the
following kernel-based learning procedure. Through learning
the kernel combination coefficients α automatically, it is able
for us to understand the importances of these base kernels

Figure 2: The most relevant image concepts for “VCR”.

Figure 1: Our visual concept network for 1000 image
concepts and objects.

and their relevant feature subsets. Thus our mixture-ofkernels algorithm may provide a new approach for automatic
feature subset selection.
To exploit the inter-concept visual association for concept network construction, Flickr distance has been used for
characterizing the inter-concept visual association [5]. However, the image distributions in the high-dimensional feature
space could be very sparse and heterogeneous, using the divergence between their sparse image distributions may not
be able to provide a good approximation of the inter-concept
visual similarity contexts. Based on this observation, the
visual association γ(Ci , Cj ) between the image concepts or
objects Ci and Cj is determined by:
γ(Ci , Cj ) =

θT κ(Si )κ(Sj )ϑ
max
p
T
θ, ϑ
θ κ2 (Si )θ · ϑT κ2 (Sj )ϑ

(2)

where θ and ϑ are the parameters for determining the optimal projection directions to maximize the correlations between two image sets Si and Sj for the image concepts or
objects Ci and Cj , κ(Si ) and κ(Sj ) are the kernel functions
for characterizing the cumulative visual correlations between
the images in the same image sets Si and Sj .
X
X
κ(Si ) =
κ(u, v),
κ(Sj ) =
κ(u, v)
u,v∈Si

u,v∈Sj

where the visual correlation between the images is defined as
their kernel-based visual similarity κ(·, ·). The parameters θ
and ϑ for determining the optimal projection directions are
obtained automatically by solving an eigenvalue equation
[28].
Some of our experimental results for the inter-concept visual similarity contexts γ(·, ·) are given in Table 1. The objects and image concepts, which have larger values of γ(·, ·),
can be linked together on the visual concept network. For
some image concepts and objects, their inter-concept visual
similarity contexts γ(·, ·) could be very weak (i.e., having
smaller values of γ(·, ·)), thus it is not necessary for each image concept or object to be linked with all the other image
concepts and objects in the vocabulary. Based on this understanding, each image concept or object is automatically

linked with the most relevant image concepts and objects
with larger values of the inter-concept visual similarity contexts γ(·, ·). Eliminating the weak inter-concept visual similarity contexts can allow our structured max-margin learning algorithm (see Section 3) to focus on the most relevant
objects and image concepts and achieve more effective learning of a large number of inter-related classifiers. The visual
concept network for our test image set is shown in Fig. 1,
where each image concept or object is linked with multiple
most relevant image concepts and objects with larger values
of γ(·, ·).
Our visual concept network can provide multiple advantages: (a) It can characterize the inter-concept visual similarity contexts more precisely and provide a good environment to identify the inter-related learning tasks automatically; (b) It can provide a good environment to learn a
large number of inter-related classifiers jointly and reduce
the learning complexity dramatically; (c) It can bring more
powerful inference schemes to enhance the discrimination
and adaptation power of the inter-related classifiers significantly by modeling the concept correlations and the task
relatedness explicitly in the feature space and integrating
their training images to learn their inter-related classifiers
jointly.

3. STRUCTURED MAX-MARGIN LEARNING
In this paper, a structured max-margin learning scheme
is developed by incorporating the visual concept network,
multi-task learning and max-margin Markov networks to enhance the discrimination power of a large number of interrelated image classifiers: (a) The visual concept network is
used to identify the inter-related learning tasks automatically, e.g., training the inter-related classifiers simultaneously for the fully-connected image concepts and objects
(i.e., cliques of the graph) on the visual concept network;
(b) The inter-task relatedness is characterized explicitly by
using the strengths of the inter-concept visual similarity contexts ϕ(·, ·) and a common prediction component is shared
among the inter-related classifiers for the fully-connected image concepts and objects on the visual concept network; (c)
The max-margin Markov networks are integrated to model
the inter-related learning tasks more precisely and estimate
the common prediction component more accurately.
The idea behind multi-task learning is that if multiple
inter-related learning tasks share a common prediction com-

ponent, such the common prediction component can be estimated more reliably by considering these inter-related learning tasks together [13-15]. One of the most important open
problems for multi-task learning is to better characterize
what the related tasks are. The idea behind max-margin
Markov networks [26-27] is to leverage both the advantages
of the graphical models (i.e., good modeling of inter-concept
prediction structure) and the Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
(i.e., good generalization ability in the high-dimensional feature space) for training the inter-related classifiers more reliably.
For a given image concept or object Cj , its first-order
nearest neighbors on the visual concept network are denoted
as Ξj (i.e., cliques of the graph). For a given image concept
or object Cj , its joint conditional distribution P (Cj , X) can
be modeled by using an exponential function:

X
X
1
P (Cj , X) = exp 
f (Cj , X) +
Z
C ∈Ξ
C ∈Ξ
j

j

j

j

Given the labeled training images for M inter-related image concepts and objects: Ω = {Xij , Yij |i = 1, · · · , N ;
j = 1, · · · , M }, the margin maximization procedure can be
transformed into the following joint optimization problem:
τ
min
max X
αl Ψ(r) +
α
β̂

min
β

r=1

subject to:
∀N
l=1 : 0 ≤ βl ≤ λ,

f (Cj , Ci , X)

Ci ∈Ξi

j=1


exp 

X

f (Cj , X) +

Cj ∈Ξj

∀τr=1 : αr ≥ 0,

τ
X

αr = 1;

X

∀N
i=1

Φ(r) =

∀M
j=1 : 0 ≤ β̂ij ≤

f (Cj , X) +

X

f (Cj , Ci , X)

Cj ∈Ξj Ci ∈Ξi

(5)

Given the labeled training images for the inter-related image concepts and objects in Ξj (i.e., we assume that the size
of the clique Ξj is M and there are M image concepts and
objects which are fully connected with Cj on the visual concept network): Ω = {Xij , Yij |i = 1, · · · , N ; j = 1, · · · ,
M }, the discriminant functions f (Cj , X) and f (Cj , Ci , X)
can further be defined as:
Ã
f (Cj , X) = sign

τ
N X
X

!
βlj Ylj αm κm (Xlj , X) + b

(6)

l=1 m=1


f (Cj , Ci , X) = sign 

τ
M X
N X
X

βl βm Yl Ym κr (Xl , Xm ) −

M X
N X
M X
N
X

N
X

βl


β̂lj Ylj α̂m κm (Xlj , X) + b

j=1 l=1 m=1

(7)

(9)

l=1

β̂ih Yih β̂jl Yjl κr (Xih , Xjl ) −

M X
N
X

β̂ij

j=1 i=1

(10)



Cj ∈Ξj

N
X

f (Cj , Ci , X)


HCj

α̂r = 1

M N
M XX
β̂ij Yij = 0
,
2λ j=1 i=1

j=1 i=1 h=1 l=1

where T is the total number of the first-order nearest neighborhoods on the visual concept network (i.e., the total numbers of cliques). In this paper, T is equal to the total number of image concepts and objects on the visual concept
network because only the first-order nearest neighbors are
considered.
We are not interested in the exact form of the joint conditional probability P (Cj , X), we are rather interested in the
classifier HCj (X) and its confidence for image classification.
Once the concept model for the given image concept or object Cj has been fitted on the training images, one can do
automatic image classification by computing:
X

τ
X
r=1

l,m=1

Cj ∈Ξj Ci ∈Ξi

X

α̂r ≥ 0,

r=1

Ψ(r) =

(4)

(X) = argmax 

βl Yl = 0;

where Ψ(r) and Φ(r) are the individual and common objective functions, and they are defined as:


X

N
X
l=1

(3)

T
X

(8)

r=1


X

where f (Cj , X) is the basic discriminant function for the
given image concept or object Cj , f (Cj , Ci , X) is the pairwise discriminant function for the inter-related image concepts or objects Cj and Ci on the visual concept network, Ξi
is the first-order nearest neighbors of the image concept or
object Ci on the visual concept network (i.e., one example
is shown in Fig. 2), and Z is a normalizing constant known
as the partition function. The partition function Z can be
defined as:
Z=

τ
max X
α̂l Φ(r)
α̂

Because the common prediction component can be learned
jointly by using the training images for all these fully-connected
image concepts and objects (i.e., image concepts and objects which are correlated on their visual properties and can
easily be confused by the machines), our structured maxmargin learning algorithm can address the issue of huge
inter-concept visual similarity more effectively. By learning from the training images for other fully-connected image concepts and objects on the visual concept network (i.e.,
inter-related image concepts and objects), our structured
max-margin learning algorithm can enhance the discrimination power and the generalization ability of the classifiers for
the inter-related image concepts and objects.
The classifier HCj (X) for the given image concept or object Cj can be refined as:

N X
τ
X X
HCj (X) = argmax 
βlj Ylj αr κr (Xlj , X)+
Cj ∈Ξj l=1 r=1

X

N X
τ
X X


β̂lj Ylj α̂r κr (Xlj , X)

(11)

Cj ∈Ξj Ci ∈Ξi l=1 r=1

One can observe that our inter-related classifiers consist
of two components: (a) individual prediction component;
and (b) common prediction component. By learning two
different sets of the kernel coefficients α and α̂ simultaneously, our structured max-margin learning algorithm can automatically determine two separable feature subsets, which
can effectively characterize both the common visual properties shared among all these M inter-related image concepts
and the individual visual properties for each particular image concept in the clique. The feature subsets and their

Figure 3: Multi-label image annotation results.

Figure 4: Multi-label image annotation results.

base kernels, which are used to construct the common prediction component for multiple inter-related classifiers (i.e.,
with larger values of α̂), are less important for the individual prediction components for these inter-related classifiers
(i.e., with smaller values or even zero values of α).
By learning two different sets of the weights β and β̂
for the training images simultaneously, our structured maxmargin learning algorithm can automatically establish two
independent decision boundaries for both the common prediction component (shared among the inter-related discriminant functions) and the individual prediction component of
the discriminant function for each particular image concept.
The training images, which are used to construct the common prediction component for multiple inter-related classifiers (i.e., support vectors with large values of β̂), are less
important for the individual prediction components for these
inter-related classifiers (i.e., with smaller values or even zero
values of weights β).
The kernel coefficients α̂ and the weights β̂ are fixed for all
these M inter-related discriminant functions to characterize
their common prediction component. By learning a common prediction component for multiple inter-related image
concepts or objects and separating it from their individual
prediction components, our structured max-margin learning
framework can address the issue of huge inter-concept visual
similarity effectively and enhance the discrimination power
and the generalization ability of the classifiers significantly.
Our structured max-margin learning scheme has provided
multiple advantages: (a) It can have lower computational
complexity and good scalability with the number of objects
and image concepts by leveraging the inter-concept visual
similarity contexts to reduce the learning complexity for
training a large number of inter-related classifiers; (b) It
can address the issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity more effectively and support multi-label image annotation by learning the inter-related classifiers for the interrelated objects and image concepts jointly; (c) It can enhance the discrimination and adaptation power of the interrelated classifiers significantly by learning from the training
images for other inter-related objects and image concepts on

the visual concept network. Incorporating the training images from other inter-related objects and image concepts for
classifier training will significantly enhance the generalization ability of their classifiers, especially when the available
training images for the given image concept may not be representative for large amounts of unseen test images.
In our structured max-margin learning framework, the
computational complexity for our mixture-of-kernels algorithm is bounded at O(τ N 3 ), where τ is the number of feature subsets or base kernels, N is the number of training images for each category of image concepts and objects. There
are M̂ ×T potential iterations to learn the inter-related classifiers for all the image concepts and objects on the visual
concept network, where T is the total number of concepts
and objects on the visual concept network, M̂ is the average
number of image concepts and objects for all the potential
cliques on the visual concept network. Thus the computational complexity for our structured max-margin learning
algorithm is bounded at O(M̂ × T ) · O(τ N 3 ). It is worth
noting that the number for the feature subsets or base kernels τ could be very small and the value of M̂ is small as
compared with T . For the traditional pairwise concept combination approach, its computational complexity is bounded
e 3 ), where N
e is the number of training images
at O(T 2 ) · O(N
for each category of image concepts and objects.

4. MULTI-LABEL IMAGE ANNOTATION
Our algorithm for image classification and multi-label annotation takes the following steps: (a) The test image is
first classified into the most relevant image concept or object
Ck on the visual concept network, which has the maximum
value of the confidence (posterior probability) P (Ck |X). There
are T image concepts and objects on the visual concept network and each image concept or object has a clique (i.e.,
first-order nearest neighbors on the visual concept network),
thus the computational cost for the first step is O(T ). (b)
Because the image concepts and objects are inter-related
on the visual concept network, thus the confidences for the
image concepts and objects (which are fully-connected with
the best matched image concept(object) Ck ) are further cal-

Figure 5: The average precision and recall rates of our
structured max-margin learning algorithm for 1000 objects and image concepts.

Figure 6: The comparison results on the precision between our mixture-of-kernels algorithm and traditional
single kernel technique.

culated to determine the potential classification paths. If
the confidences for some of these inter-related image concepts and objects are above a given threshold δ2 = 0.65,
the relevant classification paths are selected. Otherwise,
the relevant classification paths are terminated. Such the
confidence-based image classification processes are repeated
over the potential classification paths until their confidences
are less than the given threshold δ2 = 0.65. (c) The keywords, which are used to interpret the inter-related objects
and image concepts on all these potential classification paths,
are selected for achieving multi-label image annotation Some
of our experimental results on multi-label image annotation
are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
Most existing algorithms for multi-class object detection
and scene recognition are often handled by combining multiple binary classifiers, thus they may have square complexity
with the number of concepts and objects T , i.e., O(T 2 ). On
the other hand, our multi-label image classification and annotation algorithm can achieve linear complexity with the
size of the visual concept network T and the average size of
the cliques M̂ , i.e., O(M̂ + T ), thus it is very attractive for
dealing with a large number of image concepts and objects.

5.

ALGORITHM EVALUATION

In our experimental image set, each object and concept
category consists of 1000 images. We have constructed a visual concept network which consists of 1000 image concepts
and objects. For each image concept or object, we have used
550 labeled images as the training images and the residue labeled images (at least 450 labeled images for each category)
are used as the test images.
Our work on algorithm evaluation focus on: (1) comparing the performance differences of the same classifier training tool by using one single kernel or a mixture-of-kernels
for diverse image similarity characterization; (2) compar-

ing the performance differences between various approaches
for inter-concept context characterization and inter-related
learning task determination; (3) comparing the performance
differences between our structured max-margin learning algorithm (by leveraging the inter-concept visual similarity
contexts for inter-related classifier training) and the flat approach (learning the classifiers for all these objects and image concepts independently). The average precision and recall rates of our structured max-margin learning scheme for
1000 objects and image concepts are given in Fig. 5.
By combining multiple base kernels, our mixture-of-kernels
algorithm can achieve more accurate approximation of the
diverse visual similarity relationships between the images,
handle the issue of huge intra-concept visual diversity more
effectively and may further result in higher classification accuracy rates. For the same image classification task (i.e.,
learning the classifier for the same image concept or object),
we have compared the performance of our mixture-of-kernels
algorithm with other single-kernel techniques. As shown in
Fig. 6, one can observe that our mixture-of-kernels algorithm can outperform the single-kernel techniques.
By using the same set of multi-modal visual features for
image content representation, we have compared the performance differences between two approaches for classifier
training by using the same set of training images: flat approach (i.e., the classifiers for the image concepts and objects on the visual concept network are learned independently) versus our structured max-margin learning approach
by leveraging the inter-concept visual similarity contexts for
inter-related classifier training.
As shown in Fig. 7, one can observe that our structured max-margin classifier training scheme can improve
the classification accuracy for the inter-related image concepts and objects. Such the improvement on the classification accuracy benefits from two components: (1) The
classifiers for the inter-related image concepts and objects
are trained jointly by leveraging their inter-concept visual
similarity contexts for inter-related classifier training, thus
our structured max-margin learning algorithm can learn not
only the reliable classifiers but also the bias, e.g., learn how
to generalize from one image concept or object to other interrelated image concepts and objects on the visual concept
network. (2) The final prediction results for the inter-related
image concepts and objects are obtained by a voting procedure according to their confidence scores to make their
prediction errors to be transparent.
For the same image classification task (i.e., classifying the
images into the same set of image concepts and objects), we
have used two approaches to model the task relatedness for
inter-related classifier training and their performance differences are compared: multi-task boosting approach versus
our structured max-margin learning algorithm. The same
set of high-dimensional multi-modal visual features are used
for image content representation and the same set of training
images are used for inter-related classifier training.
Because the inter-concept visual similarity contexts have
been leveraged for inter-related classifier training, one can
observe that our structured max-margin learning scheme can
have good classification accuracy for most image concepts
and objects as compared with the multi-task boosting approach (shown in Fig. 8). The computational complexity
for our structured max-margin learning scheme is bounded
at O(M̂ × T ) · O(τ N 3 ).

Figure 7: The comparison results on the precision be-

Figure 8: The comparison results on the precision be-

tween our structured max-margin learning algorithm and
flat approach for some image concepts and objects.

tween our structured max-margin learning algorithm and
multi-task boosting for some image concepts and objects.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed an inter-related classifier
training framework to support multi-label image annotation.
The visual concept network is constructed for characterizing
the inter-concept visual similarity contexts more precisely
and determining the inter-related learning tasks automatically. Multiple base kernels are combined to characterize
the diverse visual similarity relationships between the images and handle the issue of huge intra-concept visual diversity more effectively. A structured max-margin learning
algorithm is developed by incorporating the visual concept
network, multi-task learning, and max-margin Markov networks to handle the issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity effectively. Our structured max-margin learning algorithm can leverage the inter-concept visual similarity contexts to reduce the learning complexity for training a large
number of inter-related image classifiers. Our experiments
have also obtained very positive results.
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